
 

 
 
 

 

Stratford ARC Meeting 
Thursday, December 8, 2011 

7:00 p.m. 
Romeo P.S. 

M I N U T E S 
 

Tour of Romeo PS 
The committee had an opportunity to have a tour of this school before the meeting 
started. 
 

 

Present: 
Committee Members: Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford; Kevin Smith, Bedford; Dean Bachellier, 

Hamlet; Steve Wells, Hamlet; Krista Scott, Romeo; Art Fortin, Romeo; 
Jennifer Noordhof, Shakespeare; Beckie Walsh, Shakespeare; Brad 
Beatty, Municipal Representative 

School Admin Liaison: Helen Orr, Principal Bedford; Kate Lusk, Principal Hamlet; Sylvia 
Cattrysse, Principal Romeo; Dave Allely, Principal Shakespeare 

Admin Liaison:  Hugh Cox, Information and Reporting Analyst; Mike Ash, 
Superintendent; Janet Baird-Jackson, Superintendent; Steve Howe, 
Manager of Communications 

Trustees:  Alyson Kent, Michael Bannerman 
Chair: John Thorpe 

 
1.0 Welcome 

Chair Thorpe welcomed everyone and thanked ARC members, board and school staff 
and the public for their interest in and commitment to the accommodation review 
process. He thanked Principal Cattyrsse for hosting the group and for the tour before the 
meeting. The audience was reminded to sign-in and public speakers and ARC members 
were reminded to use a microphone when speaking so that everyone can hear and for 
the recording for the minutes. Chair Thorpe advised that we would proceed through the 
agenda and stop at 7:28 p.m. to move to the public input session and resume the 
agenda at the appropriate time. 
 

2.0 Approval of Agenda 
Chair Thorpe asked for a motion to approve the agenda. 
 
Moved by Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford; seconded by Beckie Walsh, Shakespeare 
CARRIED 

 
3.0 Approval of Minutes of November 17, 2011 Meeting 

Chair Thorpe asked for a motion to approve the minutes. 
 
Moved by Kevin Smith, Bedford; seconded by Art Fortin, Romeo 
CARRIED 
 

4.0 Chairperson’s Remarks 
 Chair Thorpe - no further remarks 
 

Accommodation Review Committee
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5.0 Business Arising from the Minutes 

5.1 Response to questions/requests at last meeting 
 staff input to group before December meeting 

o Superintendent Ash - staff input from Avon and Anne Hathaway was 
emailed to members of ARC and is in package, will be posted along with 
rest of agenda material to website 

 doc #5, number of students who would be moved in changed boundary 
o Hugh Cox -  you will see Map 5, document #4 of package - added box in 

bottom left corner indicating Romeo students going to Bedford would be 
87 students, to Shakespeare would be 46 students 

 doc #3, number of students who would be moved in changed boundary 
o Hugh Cox - document #3 which is Map 3 on the back - Avon students 

going to Bedford is 42 students, area on map is dotted green line 
between Bedford and Avon 

 Questions on Bedford’s SIP 
o Hugh Cox - document #5 - at meeting on 17th, request to provide rest of 

information in school information profiles that was missing - this document 
has rest of numbers required to fill out those spaces similar to what was 
filled out in the Bedford profile that was posted to remailer - Bedford 
information here as well as other schools 

 Chair Thorpe - questions 
 

6.0 Comments from Committee Members 
 Chair Thorpe - seek comments from committee members by category on which you 

are members of the committee - distinct from comment/question section in item #9 of 
agenda following a break in which there is no required order for discussion 
 

School Council Representatives 
 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - comments are a little long, apologize - issues that came 

up at last meeting and over last few weeks - first talk about reaction to second dual 
track site and also to grandfathering and phasing in and some of the reaction we got 
- not a parent of children in FI, have not been as affected by comments with respect 
to the program and how it can be accommodated - number of parents have asked 
why doesn't anybody want us - think unfortunate and sad because how is it that 15% 
of families and students have somehow become pariahs in their own school system, 
have become almost a hot potato, wanted to speak out for those parents, families 
who might be feeling unwanted - reality is there are only three schools that have 
room to accommodate dual track such that it can be in balance with English stream - 
for any of these schools to categorically state FI not welcome, what is heard by FI 
families is that their children are not welcome - can only imagine how upsetting and 
confusing that must be for families - we have to be careful in how we're approaching 
question of trying to find balance within schools in Stratford - a lot of talk at last 
meeting about benefits of fully formed FI program, how moving a fully formed FI 
program has advantages - think that was speaking from perspective of FI program 
with little consideration for intake school - in scenario where there's an empty school, 
FI started in empty school, there's benefit to transferring an entire cohort of 1 through 
6 - in case of second dual track school, think the far better approach is phasing in of 
the program starting with Gr. 1 class or perhaps primary division - think that's 
because gradual introduction is essential to maintain ongoing stability at existing 
school, also to allow for integration of new program without feeling that it hasn't just 
been plopped into the new school in disruptive manner - think grandfathering in 
concert with border changes gradually increases free classroom space without 
creating feeling in community that their students have been kicked out of their school 
for elective program - not just talking about grandfathering of students at Bedford but 
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also how we can mitigate effects at intake school as well - think those are important 
considerations when deciding whether going to move entire program or phase in - 
had comments about costing of second dual track site, notice later on we're going to 
talk about costing, will reserve those comments for that portion - at onset of process 
we were told that this is not an accommodation review about saving money, not 
about closing a school, it's to decide how to balance space and equity across 
Stratford - still contend if this is the goal, phased in second dual track site would 
accomplish task with least disruption 

 
Community Representative 
 Kevin Smith, Bedford - not speaking for ARC, definitely not speaking to ARC -

committee has come together in spirit that was intended by the process - last 
meeting Mike stated that a main purpose was to generate public input, certainly has 
done that - want to comment on contention expressed that other schools should not 
be expected to help solve a Bedford problem - the problem is an Avon Maitland DSB 
problem, FI happens to be at Bedford - pleased that Bedford originally chosen as FI 
site, pleased with success of program - now Avon Maitland DSB challenged with 
finding a space solution to this success, no easy solution, am sure the eventual 
solution will cause controversy - Kathy Vassilakos has been strongest advocate for 
Bedford community, this advocacy has made her a lightening rod for community 
dissent - as Stephen Roth said in posted comment, Kathy has little or no personal 
stake in the process as her children will have graduated before implementation 

 Steve Wells, Hamlet - thank Romeo for having us here - want it to be understood, 
comment made on remailer as to the desperate appearance that ARC members 
have brought to meetings - until you're in one of these or participate in something like 
this, don’t think desperate is the word - in past other ARCs have brought 7/8s to high 
schools, closing schools, this is probably the most different ARC in some time 
because of unique situation of deciding division of two different streams of language 
in education - didn’t like reading fact that appear to be desperate, tonight going to do 
best to not appear desperate 

 Chair Thorpe - have participated in large number of accommodation reviews, this 
one is proceeding responsibility, professionally, members of committee are 
dedicated to task they have to perform, participation very much appreciated and 
valued by board which is bound by requirements of its own policy and also the 
Ministry of Education to ensure process conducted in a formal and respectful way - 
pleased to have been invited to be part of it - believe it is proceeding as well as can 
be expected under circumstances which are always challenging and difficult, very 
much appreciate cooperation of those who have been participating - is never and 
ought not to be personal, these matters are complex and significant, very last thing 
they should be and in my view last thing they have been is personal 

 
7.0 Public Consultation Session 

 Chair Thorpe - ahead of agenda, as long as those expecting to present are present, 
we can bring up time from the 7:30 time - explained delegation process 
 Individuals - see attached presentations (L. McCabe see below) 

o Larry McCabe - coming late to discussion, familiarized myself with issues, 
obviously contentious - involves our children, moving people from different 
schools - looked over many statistics, enrolment, issues involved - seems two 
dual track schools doesn't seem to be long term solution - in thinking about it, 
came from different position, think worth throwing out there - seems issue is 
about parents wanting community school - solution I was looking at, could be 
totally impossible, but going to throw out there since doesn't seem any solutions 
have worked out so far - looking at numbers, would it be possible for a FI school 
from K-8 to be established at Northwestern taking into account number of 
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students that are available in classrooms there then shifting 7/8s who would be 
going to Northwestern to Bedford making Bedford K-8 as well - may seem like 
different approach but allows that everyone will still have a community school 
while not having to set up two different double track schools - possibility of 
growing it at Northwestern into a K-12 program for FI, establishing a very 
qualified program through that route - that was my input for what I looked at all 
the pieces of information, thought might be novel solution 

o Carol McEwin 
o Sara Wood 
o Michelle McKinnon 

 Chair Thorpe - thank you to all speakers for your presentations - move to item #8 on 
agenda - as you recall, charged administration with responsibility of doing a costing 
on second dual track site option involving Anne Hathaway  

 
8.0 New Business 

8.1 Costing for Anne Hathaway/Bedford Option 
 Hugh Cox- Map 6 at back of document #6 - doesn’t look too unfamiliar from 

the boundary map Bedford/Anne Hathaway we presented on November 17th 
- tried to replicate similar boundaries to what ARC had presented at last 
meeting, in that package there were areas highlighted for consideration, tried 
to reflect those areas in this option - went over map - questions about map - 
how the numbers fall out, going to front page charts, will take time to digest, 
won't go through in great detail - one of the major differences between this 
option and what was presented at previous meeting, just looking at 
percentage utilization, trying to get to those percentage utilizations that you 
were trying to replicate in your scenario, one school that I wasn’t able to do 
that within this scenario, maybe with further direction I could, utilization at 
Avon would be at 66%, rest of the utilizations would be quite close to what 
you had suggested, Shakespeare would have higher utilization at 95% vs 
72% that you had suggested, that would be the school having space to 
accommodate growth in the area, Bedford would be quite full - problem with 
moving FI boundary, when trying to balance FI boundary, reduce number of 
families getting split up, every time you move that boundary you get 
disproportionate number of English students to French students, a whole 
whack of English students, fewer French students, difficult to make that 
balance and not make families get split up - went over room analysis - in 
talking with transportation and with information you had put together, new 
housing development and extension of street from Avon boundary into that 
new housing development, street wouldn’t be extended, possibly Bedford 
street would be extended as part of that plan - in talking with transportation, 
differences between coming out to O'Loane and down and back into Avon 
boundary is not much different than to come from that area directly into 
Bedford boundary, so there's not a lot of issues with which way that street 
gets extended as far as our busing plan - questions, don't know if you want to 
go on break and take a look at it and come back with questions - will go on 
with costing, document #7 - done with same assumptions as staff option with 
single track Bedford - went over document 

 Chair Thorpe - just so we're clear, this is predicated on assumption that all 
students would move consistent with revised boundary at same time 

 Hugh Cox - yes 
 Chair Thorpe - which was the understanding, just wanted to remind ARC that 

that was the case - further refinements could be discussed if desire to further 
explore grandparenting 
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 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - column 3 incremental loss or savings with busing 
- differentiate between cost to taxpayer and cost to board, think that's 
important - when we talk about loss of $12,000 in Bedford as single track 
option, assume that means cost to taxpayer is $108,000 because there's an 
increase in busing of $120,000 

 Hugh Cox - no, what this is indicating is there's a loss to board of $12,000, 
savings to taxpayer of $120,000 

 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - in Bedford single track option there's increasing 
busing, not sure how Ministry saves money on busing when you've added 
buses 

 Hugh Cox - what happens in simplified form - we have busing costs every 
year, we get audited for efficiency, we get funded 90% of what that cost is in 
the next year, they give us 90% of what the previous year's costs were - the 
other 10% is funded by board through operations - example in ARC option 
second dual track, increase by approximately two routes, that would have 
cost us $64,000 more than today - loss is 10% of that $64,000 

 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - taxpayer picks up remaining loss - in Bedford as 
single track option, taxpayer is picking up difference of $108,000 for the 
busing, correct - loss and savings in sixth column of $102,663 is to board, 
taxpayer roughly $6,000 cost - cost to taxpayer of dual track option is roughly 
$56,000, difference between the two options is more in $50,000 range than 
$100,000 range to taxpayer, just wanted to clarify 

 Chair Thorpe - questions or comments - does it satisfy needs, is that what 
you wanted from administration 

 Steve Wells, Hamlet - back track - said something about taking break, would 
we want to take break first so we can discuss what's been presented, get an 
idea as to what we're thinking, then come back with some questions - what 
time are we scheduled to break 

 Chair Thorpe - normally would have called break after presentation of new 
business and prior to comments section, any time now works for me, nothing 
that prevents committee from asking for a break at any time 

 Steve Wells, Hamlet - ask other three schools, do we want to break now or 
talk more and then break - make suggestion we take break now, fifteen 
minute break  

 Chair Thorpe - perfectly reasonable, suggest two things - will be adding to 
agenda discussion about next steps, clarification about what committee is 
expected to do between now and next meeting - may be that following that 
discussion there may be desire for another brief break as well - at this point, 
why don't we agree to reconvene at 8:10 - don't know whether you consider it 
a kind of private discussion or how you want to orchestrate it in terms of who 
stays and who goes, whether you have a room to meet, what are you thinking 

 Steve Wells, Hamlet - go through what we've just been given - January is a 
little piece away for us to come back again 

 Chair Thorpe - content if we break as in the past rather than you having a 
place to meet 

 Steve Wells, Hamlet - we can come back and address questions 
 Chair Thorpe - reconvene in 15 minutes 
 Steve Wells, Hamlet - that's fine, if we're back early we can start early 
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9.0 Questions/Comments from Members 

 Chair Thorpe - your call where go from here - we can ask Superintendent Ash and 
staff to review next steps, can put all of that together in context or you can have 
section of questions/answers based on your caucus meeting and go from there - my 
preference if no direction would be to outline process and next steps then see 
whether your comments fit into that context - awaiting your thoughts 

 Steve Wells, Hamlet - come back to Hugh, backtrack on some of Hugh's 
presentation 

 Chair Thorpe - absolutely, if you've got questions, we'll assume we've reconvened at 
the point we broke off 

 Steve Wells, Hamlet - we're good either way, what would you normally do in this 
process 

 Chair Thorpe - if you have questions directly related to presentations we've heard we 
should go there, then we can look forward 

 Steve Wells, Hamlet - let's do that 
 Chair Thorpe - are you speaking or Kathy first 
 Steve Wells, Hamlet - Kathy's going to start 
 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - questions with respect to cost difference between the 

two scenarios - understanding for the cost difference between the two scenarios to 
taxpayers is roughly $50,000 - increased busing costs in opening second dual track 
site, went through, questions on remailer about busing routes, number of buses - 
came up with some scenarios for busing for Anne Hathaway and Avon as options, 
redistribute some of the other students instead became Bedford for ease of 
transportation and bus routes as drew map - in any scenarios, didn't come up with 
increased busing between sending kids to two different schools or all to Bedford or 
the new site, was pretty much a wash - seems here we've added $64,000 in busing, 
roughly two routes, don’t know how 162 students being bused around city being 
bused to Bedford on three bus routes now gets split up and becomes five routes to 
two sites - there should be some savings in bringing students closer to their own 
school - FI busing happens through a centred approach, not picking up kids through 
their neighbourhoods, you're picking up kids at home school then transporting them 
to dual track site - whether you send a bus route one way to Anne Hathaway and 
another one over to, don't see - you had offered if we've got other ideas about 
borders and bus routes, going through with you the way I've envisioned it, maybe I've 
done borders differently to optimize busing - don’t see how additional cost in busing 

 Chair Thorpe - start there, asking Hugh to give assumptions under which he reached 
totals in column 3 on report #7 

 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - what those bus routes are 
 Chair Thorpe - in particular Kathy, if you can identify differences of your assumptions 

from the ones you hear that might be helpful, if that's possible  
 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - wondering if between now and when we present, don't 

know if we have to sit and hear each detail, wouldn't mind having Hugh's 
assumptions so we can compare and the committee can come up with - maybe 
when we come back with recommendation, we've taken hours and it's had to be 
tweaked, Hugh's has to be tweaked, somehow come up with optimized busing - 
when Krista did spreadsheet, we were looking at numbers, comment made at last 
meeting that transportation is the limiting cost, having gone away with that have to 
consider busing as well, tried to optimize that as well, whether room in next couple 
weeks to try to do that - seems to me that busing is the difference, if we could 
optimize busing then the two options are a wash 

 Chair Thorpe - start with asking Hugh to give brief summary of rationale behind 
numbers to see whether that approach is the issue then determine how best to get to 
the rest of it if we need to 
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 Hugh Cox - not prepared to give you detailed run by run list of what happens today 
and what happens in the option, not the one that puts that together, middle-man in 
this situation - what I can tell you and provide through remailer is the summary of 
changes in option - five bus routes required where there were three routes 
previously, three routes going to take five routes to make the same move of 
students, affecting 258 students with these routes, not just students in FI program, 
more than that - trying to equate two additional routes to 120 students is not entirely 
accurate - tried to maintain load efficiency - there are many many things that happen 
in busing system where we get synergies of moving students like you were saying 
with students that show up at Northwestern and get on other buses and are 
redistributed, some of those synergies are affected when go to two dual stream 
schools - can’t answer to details of that tonight - total yearly cost of our three current 
routes that are affected is $111,196 - five dual stream routes cost $175,255 - you're 
right, it's two routes, sixty some thousand dollars is the cost - some things 
considered when looking at this option - currently all rural FI students catch a shared 
rural bus, transfer at Northwestern - arrive at 8:30, catch transfer bus to Bedford for 
8:55 start - Anne Hathaway currently starts at 8:35, there's some issues with start 
times we'd have to look at which is a contentious issue we've gone through before - 
would not be able to get to Anne Hathaway with current scenario - Anne Hathaway 
and Bedford currently share double route busing, would be some effect to that - if we 
change bell time at Anne Hathaway to accommodate, would impact ability to do 
these double bus routes, three buses that currently do that - those are some of the 
issues we look at - is there specific detail you're looking for to answer this question 
beyond what I'm - we typically don’t go through and lay out bus routes exactly for a 
scenario, look at areas and what buses are in those areas that we're affecting - 
largely bus routes stay the same but in those areas I showed on the map that we 
made those adjustments to Anne Hathaway boundary sending students in other 
direction, try to map those out, what bus is largely in that area and what's going to 
have to happen to it - if that bus is doing double duty, may not be adding a bus but 
may be adding a route for that bus - or maybe that bus is doing double duty which is 
two pickups and dropoffs and now need two buses to do one pickup and dropoff 
each - we get some cost savings by having a bus do two routes every morning vs 
having two buses do one route each - those are some of the things that happen 

 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - went on busing company's website, pulled times and 
pickups, tried to work around those, did map them up - one of the differences may be 
that I took the other students and continued to send to Bedford and adjusted Avon 
border to allow Avon/Hamlet bus which already occurs to go in opposite direction - 
through remailer we can go back and forth, maybe I can clarify it - not going to be 
presumptuous saying mine was more efficient, maybe there's a different assumption 
we can come up with 

 Chair Thorpe - given Map 6, is there additional busing created by adjustment of 
boundaries from Anne Hathaway to Bedford and to the other two schools - are there 
students currently bused who would not be bused and/or are there students not 
currently bused who would be bused 

 Hugh Cox - only area where we have students who would not be bused who are 
currently bused is that area between Bedford and Avon - other than that, all the 
students from the adjustments are currently bused and would continue to be - 
between Anne Hathaway and Shakespeare they walk and would continue to walk 

 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - big picture, talking about how public is going to perceive 
$50,000 savings in context of larger budget - want everyone to understand, may be 
$50,000, may be able to bring that down, question is it's $50,000 or if go to option of 
single track it's a community losing their school - some communities may say that’s 
fine as long as it's not my community but if we put ourselves in same boat and ask 
ourselves, it's $50,000 a year or loss of community school and children walking to 
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school - intangible or not cost associated savings of having children go to their 
community school and not having disruption of families having to make that choice, 
maybe that would put that $50,000 in perspective - it's maybe not that much to ask 

 Chair Thorpe - it's fair to put any dollar amount in context - this is not an exercise 
about dollars and cents primarily or even significantly - if it were simply a question of 
adding up numbers then the ARC process doesn’t need to exist - if it were simply a 
fact of saying to administration, if the ministry's guideline for example said boards will 
be charged with responsibility of costing scenarios and choosing cheapest then this 
process wouldn't exist - dollars related to any decision board makes are significant 
factors because of fixed funding, no capacity to tax - but the dollar is not the only 
factor, not even the first and foremost factor that a board will determine when it 
reviews the recommendations of an accommodation review study 

 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - exactly point trying to make, not trying to make it to 
people at table who understand that our role is not about saving money, it's about 
making decisions that balance and serve needs of community - want to make sure 
the public understands, when we look at costing there's more to it than just the 
costing - in news articles early on cost saving was quite predominant in the reporting 
- you've clarified it nicely 

 Steve Wells, Hamlet - patience, have notes that may not be specific enough or even 
answerable - is column 6 the worst case scenario, sort of the inflated side of 
numbers vs - with some refinement could we see those numbers alter - this will 
pertain to some other questions 

 Hugh Cox - example, in two dual track schools, if made it another school would 
expect numbers would change a little, not significantly - if picked another school to 
be straight French, wouldn’t expect numbers to change greatly because students 
drive staff, staff in these scenarios is driving major parts of savings 

 Steve Wells, Hamlet - example, if second of dual track schools was at Avon, would 
still anticipate seeing an additional two routes, similar to what you've recommended 

 Hugh Cox - on transportation side, is probably the side where geographic location of 
school would change the transportation 

 Steve Wells, Hamlet - that's what getting at with regards to column 6, transportation 
seems to be grey area that could fluctuate - year to year going to fluctuate too, right 

 Hugh Cox - while I understand community's interest in looking at what the taxpayer 
saves, we look at how it's affecting our business, that’s why we state it the way we 
state it 

 Chair Thorpe - want to defuse potential misunderstanding with one word you used - 
first said worst case then said inflated - would be irresponsible and unprofessional if 
we felt that staff had deliberately inflated figures 

 Steve Wells, Hamlet - not what I meant 
 Chair Thorpe - numbers, could they be high absolutely, could they be low absolutely, 

they are the best shot administration can give you 
 Steve Wells, Hamlet - when I budget at home, if it's $950 I probably put $1000, 

there's always that buffer, err on side of caution, think this is what it's going to be, 
might come down 

 Chair Thorpe - or go up 
 Hugh Cox - don’t round up by a dollar, what the calculations tell me it is, there's no 

adjusting to make it look better or worse 
 Steve Wells, Hamlet - not what I'm saying as much as  
 Chair Thorpe - implication is not that you had as much as wanted to make sure that 

was clear 
 Superintendent Ash - transportation costs, to get handle on potential range, Hugh's 

right, it might fluctuate a little but the area of fluctuation is probably going to be 
between the 12 and 6 so going to be within the same range 
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 Steve Wells, Hamlet - that's the word I should have used, fluctuate not inflate or 
worst case - think understand what you're saying - aside from closing old Avon 
school and grade 7/8 amalgamation into high school, when was our last border 
adjustment - know things are in flux but when was last major realignment of things 

 Superintendent Ash - would have been the year we moved 7/8s to high school and 
closed the two 7/8 schools 

 Steve Wells, Hamlet - how long ago was that, six years 
 Superintendent Ash - closer to ten 
 Steve Wells, Hamlet - spoke about fifty border crossers from Shakespeare and 

Romeo - did any of those include Section 23 or speced students - our thoughts last 
meeting, wanted to keep separate 

 Hugh Cox - direct you to maps we provided at start, show student mapping, clearly 
demonstrated on there where students coming from 

 Steve Wells, Hamlet -  that was our intent, just to make sure that was being carried 
on with our presentation 

 Superintendent Ash - in terms of our data, special education students and Section 23 
students don’t show up as border-crossers 

 Steve Wells, Hamlet - that was my understanding, just wanted to clarify and make 
sure - how many families in board would have kids between JK and 6, approximately 

 Chair Thorpe - board wide, how many families 
 Steve Wells, Hamlet - no idea 
 Chair Thorpe - number of kids divided by 1.6 - that's as good as you're going to get I 

think 
 Steve Wells, Hamlet - where would I find that information or figure out 
 Superintendent Ash - it's not information we would ever pull from our data - there are 

a number of family dynamic variables that impact our ability to pull that information 
 Steve Wells, Hamlet - that's what I said, some of my questions you might not be able 

to answer 
 Chair Thorpe - let me make sure I understand the question - of the total number of 

students enrolled in Avon Maitland schools, how many families do they come from 
 Steve Wells, Hamlet - looking at column 6, taxpayers going to pay more money from 

what this appears, isn’t that much, trying to figure out per tax paying family - break 
down tax dollars, what it’s going to increase to have a second dual track 

 Chari Thorpe - can answer that really quickly - board’s revenue is fixed, it can’t levy, 
can’t increase taxes - additional expenditure in one priority comes from reduction in 
expenditure in another aspect of the board’s operation - number of dollars that board 
has within 1.5% of its total dollars is fixed by number of students registered in 
schools on the average of the two count dates - will not cost taxpayers anything in 
terms of dollars, whatever you prioritize that costs more dollars in one aspect 
reduces number of dollars left for other aspects 

 Steve Wells, Hamlet - in other words, to have a second dual track that might cost a 
little more may mean that schools may not get new computers this year, might get 
them next year or if an instrument needed to be replaced, it might not happen - those 
sorts of things 

 Superintendent Ash - potentially - remember those are annual costs and annual 
savings, not a one shot deal, that comes off the top or is added to the budget every 
year 

 Steve Wells, Hamlet - $3,822 would be a continual loss every year - cost of starting 
up a resource centre in the first year, going to cost the same amount year after that 

 Chair Thorpe - no 
 Steve Wells, Hamlet - why would that $3,822 be the same loss every year 
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 Hugh Cox - these costs do not include implementation costs, these are the operating 
costs of that school after it is in place - don’t include any of those one-time costs for 
setup, furniture, equipment, phasing in 

 Chair Thorpe - point is, it is not an option of board to say to taxpayers in order to 
support prioritization of any program we’re going to increase taxes, not an option - 
amount of money board has to run its entire operation is the amount of money it has 
- if you prioritize it in one direction other directions have to be reduced to balance 

 Steve Wells, Hamlet - understand, questions are coming for certain reasons - Map 6, 
Anne Hathaway boundary added to Bedford is 37 students, Shakespeare was 63, 
Avon boundary added to Bedford 17 - didn’t see any adjustment of students going to 
Romeo - can give you give idea why we didn’t see any movement to Romeo 

 Hugh Cox - if look at map provided at last meeting, under assumption none of those 
adjustments that you wanted them to go to Romeo - am I misinformed 

 Steve Wells, Hamlet – would like noted on record - this is why at last meeting when I 
spoke about what we offered to you in presentation form was not what we 
necessarily wanted costed, wanted dual track at Anne Hathaway costed with 
understanding that it fit both the knowledge you possess and the concept we were 
offering - almost looks like the 63 that are going to Shakespeare, 31.5 should be 
going to Shakespeare and 31.5 should be going to Romeo 

 Hugh Cox - issue I will offer with that - you are going to take students that can walk 
to Shakespeare and bus to Romeo because of the train tracks 

 Steve Wells, Hamlet - OK, we can look at map, we don’t know 
 Chair Thorpe - pursue that one a little further - does the total number of students who 

would be required to move in order to accommodate the second dual track at Anne 
Hathaway equal 117, is that what you would need to move - it’s not that an additional 
number would be going to Romeo, would be that some of those slated to 
Shakespeare would be redirected to Romeo - you’re saying can’t happen without 
issues related to transportation 

 Hugh Cox - can happen if we want to bus those students 
 Chair Thorpe - but it is the fixed number of 117, not an additional number that would 

come out of Anne Hathaway to go to Romeo 
 Hugh Cox - correct 
 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - in scenario we presented last time, it wasn’t a one for 

one change because there is current excess capacity at Anne Hathaway, didn’t 
transfer all 117 - one of the reasons we chose Avon, didn’t want to send kids from 
that south end lower than the tracks to Romeo from Anne Hathaway, suggestion was 
we would take some students from Devon Street area that are currently being bused 
to Anne Hathaway, could just as easily be bused to Romeo so that students sent to 
Bedford could go to Romeo to offset their lower numbers - might reduce capacity at 
Bedford which ends up being quite full, alleviates some of the need to transfer as 
many kids to Shakespeare - just how we placed borders, didn’t go to the full 117 - 
assumed that because Anne Hathaway currently has space, didn’t have to go up to 
117, could go lower, tweak borders a little less 

 Hugh Cox - again, can be adjusted 
 Chair Thorpe - that’s the critical point - issue for tonight’s discussion is that an option 

was costed - final determination of boundaries would be done based on board having 
approved a direction to go, would be fine-tuned at that point - think what I heard, 
need to confirm - if some of the students designated to Anne Hathaway were 
redirected to Romeo, could be additional cost related to transportation because of 
hazard, not factored into the scenario this evening anyway, costs are not increased 
by potential for that transportation - whether there is a way of fine-tuning it so fewer 
students could be directed to Shakespeare and some to Romeo without cost, nothing 
we’re discussing tonight would preclude that happening if board’s decision is to 
proceed with second dual track site at Anne Hathaway 
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 Steve Wells, Hamlet - go back to what I had said earlier - concept we tried to bring 
forward was what we’d been asked to do, balance within schools - earlier when you 
said Shakespeare 95%, sounds higher than we’d seen in our plan, only reason I’m 
asking, Romeo no mention of - make sure understanding was such that we were 
looking to balance, redistribute without tearing borders apart 

 Hugh Cox - there is room at Romeo if option was adjusted to take those students 
that are currently Anne Hathaway going to Bedford and move to Romeo, could look 
at doing that 

 Steve Wells, Hamlet - is that something we could readdress through remailer with 
some refinements to what we were given this evening because of the 
misinterpretation 

 Hugh Cox - yes - clarify - look at Anne Hathaway room analysis, there is only one or 
two spare classrooms in this scenario so we need to move close to 117 students to 
make room for FI, don’t think we can move a whole lot less than that 

 Superintendent Ash - as you’re looking at tweaking what you have in front of you, 
remember that the difference in cost for the scenarios on the table is not huge - 
suggest that you don’t get hung up on boundary going down this street or that street, 
or ten students going this way or that way - it’s the overall intent of what you’re trying 
to do in your option, trustees will be able to look at small differences and say they’re 
not significant 

 Steve Wells, Hamlet - it wasn’t the cost behind it, tried to bring forward balance 
within - that’s where I was going with regard to busing - had six buses going one 
direction, if you split north and south, going to have three and three, not going to 
change - using railroad tracks as borders, it’s my understanding we have kids at 
Hamlet that have to cross railroad tracks to get as cross-borders - where do we draw 
the line in that sort of thing 

 Hugh Cox - border-crossing policy is we’ll accept if it doesn’t increase transportation 
costs, doesn’t add more staff, if there’s room - transportation of students, can’t 
always accommodate - if there’s a bus they can meet and there’s room on bus, have 
to get to attendance area they want to go to - if not room on that bus and still want to 
attend that school, responsible for own transportation to school - parents dropping off 
or they’re walking, if parents have them walking across tracks, suggest not a good 
idea but up to parents 

 Superintendent Ash - think other part you’re trying to get at, when look at map we 
have a number of railway lines going through the city - we look at amount of traffic on 
those lines and whether they’re safe crossing points, whether we have crossing 
guards in the vicinity, all of those things when we decide whether or not it’s a 
significant hazard that requires transportation - on some of the north/south spur lines 
traffic isn’t as heavy as east/west line for the most part, that will be a consideration 
when looking at transportation - other point, is there a reasonable route students can 
take that would have them crossing on a more supervised or more travelled crossing 
so that there are other people around watching out for their safety 

 Steve Wells, Hamlet - for example walking parallel to a track to get to a school as 
opposed to a cross-over or walk to a point and under a pass 

 Superintendent Ash - right - kids will make choices 
 Chair Thorpe - critical issue - board would be unlikely to entertain boundary changes 

that would increase risk to students because of those hazards which aren’t limited to 
train tracks or increase transportation where there was another alternative that would 
not increase transportation costs 

 Steve Wells, Hamlet - attendance location, kids moving around attendance area 
 Superintendent Baird-Jackson - specificity around border-crossing, if somebody 

eligible for transportation and want to border-cross to a school in another attendance 
area, they have to get to bus stop within that attendance area, not increasing busing 
because somebody chooses to go to a school outside their own attendance area 
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 Steve Wells, Hamlet - a bus stop area would be what - going to another school 
where they’d be picked up and transported to another school, could it be a street 
corner 

 Chair Thorpe - bus stop is where the bus stops to pick up students 
 Steve Wells, Hamlet - don’t go through neighbourhoods and pick up kids, right - go to 

a central meeting point - what is considered a central meeting point or a bus stop 
area 

 Superintendent Baird-Jackson - bus stops are organized depending on attendance 
area for the school and the distribution of students and trying to stay away from 
neighbours’ properties, don’t want a lot of students hanging out - can change year to 
year because student demographics change 

 Steve Wells, Hamlet - so could be a central point on a given street, not necessarily a 
school, similar to FI program where kids are picked up at school - trying to 
differentiate one from the other 

 Chair Thorpe - those decisions made by transportation consortium, not board 
 Steve Wells, Hamlet - request - send border-crossing policy through remailer or 

brought forward in some fashion - wondering if we need to revisit border-crossing 
policies or considerations as we get fewer kids and similar movement, understand 
families work and more convenient - may be something board has to look at, tweak 
at same time looking at borders - not saying have to, something to think about - 
would like to see policy - think I’m done 

 Chair Thorpe - you’re welcome to come back too, there’s no limit on any member - 
other comments/questions 

 Krista Scott, Romeo - came across document on the other ARC page, had a green 
space analysis that looked at all the schools, can we have that distributed to 
consider, the size of the school yards in relationship to the footprint of the buildings 

 Hugh Cox - there was some commentary on that report when we presented to other 
ARC - have to pay attention to areas of school, land that belongs with the building vs 
land they’re actually supervised on is different 

 Krista Scott, Romeo - would you be able to comment on that and anything that isn’t 
up-to-date - when looked at it, concerned maybe it didn’t have building footprint with 
Romeo’s addition 

 Hugh Cox - sure 
 Chair Thorpe - further comments/questions 
 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - column 6, net result vs net result without teacher 

savings - comment on $354,941 teacher savings - Sharon looked at student 
populations in Stratford and did analysis of future classroom numbers, how many 
classes would be required given primary cap and contract cap for junior grades - we 
don’t see, little if any consolidation efficiency, decreasing need for teachers - in 
footnote you say because total number of students doesn’t change, don’t foresee 
total number of teachers changing, so potential savings of $354,941 isn’t likely to be 
realized, an on paper savings in reducing staffing numbers at Bedford, not real 
savings - you might say $50,000 to the taxpayer isn’t a whole lot between the two 
options but $354,000 starting to look a lot more, guess the savings is $252,000 in 
staffing - we’re looking at this last one and making decisions on this, don’t want to 
hear staff say to trustees we can save $252,000 in consolidating staffing afterwards - 
junior class sizes, the primaries are pretty efficient, running pretty close to cap, not 
going to see any savings there - might be some wiggle room in junior classes but 
they’re running pretty close to cap - want to be efficient enough that they’re running 
close to cap but not so close that one move-in triggers a classroom, it’s that balance 
- there isn’t enough efficiency in the system to justify that $252,000, correct in that 
assumption 
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 Chair Thorpe - you’ve asked about five questions, try to break down and answer all 
appropriately - start with one, the issue is Steve’s issue in reverse - you’re funded 
based on numbers of pupils you have in the board - would not effect savings in 
sense that you would spend less on education system if didn’t operate as many FI 
classes as a result of operating them in one site vs two or three - would simply free 
up money that would be reallocated 

 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - was talking about savings in teaching, that would be 
English stream and consolidation of English stream students somewhere else 

 Chair Thorpe - so was I - would not be net saving to board in total budget, would not 
be a subtraction of $2-300,000 in the total board budget - would be potential to 
redeploy those staff to other areas, quite rightly so 

 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - why do we include those in the costing, why include 
them if they’re not real 

 Chair Thorpe - they are real in the sense that they are efficiencies that are allowing 
board to deploy funds elsewhere, given fact that board’s budget is fixed 

 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - will you be increasing class sizes because of change to 
single track school, does that $252,000 reallocation represent an increase in class 
sizes 

 Hugh Cox - it’s not an increase in class size, could be increase in average class size 
across the area, wouldn’t be an increase in class size 

 Chair Thorpe - only in areas where permissible to increase class size - you would 
have that many more teachers to deploy elsewhere 

 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - they would be redeployed elsewhere in system is what 
you’re saying 

 Chair Thorpe - as long as enrolment stays the same 
 Hugh Cox - this isn’t really a savings - for example in the teacher savings, it’s not a 

savings we’re likely to cash in on 
 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - that’s the clarification that I’m looking at 
 Chair Thorpe - more complex than that 
 Hugh Cox - those savings would be used to help other schools where there’s 

pressures 
 Chair Thorpe - if it led to there being insufficient teachers in certain areas where 

there are mandated caps relative to provincial requirement or union agreement, 
would lead to having to hire more teachers to meet those two obligations - again, for 
purposes of our whole discussion, budget of board is fixed - issue of transportation is 
different because funded on actual costs - can’t use savings or absorb deficits in 
those segregated envelopes through reallocation of money from other segregated 
envelopes 

 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - ultimate question, is that last row what we’re looking at 
in assessing differences between the two options 

 Hugh Cox - without teacher savings 
 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - yes, very last column 
 Hugh Cox - somewhere between those two columns - those teacher savings, 

wouldn’t call it saving teachers, those teachers get deployed in another way - are 
they the same teachers, don’t know, it’s a choice at the point of implementation - 
probably somewhere closer to the without - in two years’ time if we implement one of 
these options, are we going to go to the books and be able to say it’s exactly what 
we said it was, no - this is an indicator of what the options do, would say the higher 
the savings on here gives board more flexibility to do what they need to do 

 Superintendent Ash - comment on teacher savings, piggybacks on what Hugh said 
about flexibility - we are mandated under current province-wide elementary teachers’ 
agreement to work at reducing average junior/intermediate class size for the board - 
when we can do that without adding additional cost that is a savings to the board, 
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doesn’t show up as money in pocket, shows up as more effective use of money we 
have to achieve a target we have to achieve 

 Chair Thorpe - further comments/questions - shall we pause and look at next steps 
and then go back to any other questions relative to what has preceded or what you 
will hear next - you will recall this is the fourth of four mandatory meetings, you 
decided early in process to add an additional one which is in essence this meeting - 
January 19th meeting is both an opportunity to review your draft report and also seek 
public input - ask Mike to provide scenario for usual next steps, can attempt to refine 
to fit this ARC, determine what needs to happen next 

 Superintendent Ash - process that normally unfolds between this meeting and last 
meeting - ARC will draft their recommendations for trustees, gave template at 
training session, you can choose to follow or not, choice your own - presenting those 
recommendations, there are elements in template, make sure in report, format can 
be different than what template has outlined - report will be presented by yourselves, 
can choose who will be speaking, maybe all will be speaking, have had both 
situations in our accommodation review processes - while there will be trustees in 
audience, you’re presenting report to community, that’s the intent of the meeting - 
community has opportunity to provide input, given our meeting structure, delegations 
still part of agenda - remailer will be maintained until after last meeting so that you 
can gain input from public, will likely be comments posted to board website, affords 
you some additional input - fourteen days after January 19th your final report is to be 
submitted to myself - staff will take those recommendations and work them into 
board report that will go to trustees likely on February 28th - that report will have your 
recommendations, our analysis of your recommendations based on the things we’ve 
been doing with you all along in terms of costing, classroom analysis, all of that, will 
also speak to criteria in terms of reference at beginning of process, four areas of 
value: student, board, community, local economy - encourage that you speak to that 
as well in terms of your rationale for your recommendations - second part of staff 
report that goes forward in February will be staff recommendations, based on input 
we’ve received will work into staff recommendation, will do same type of analysis as 
was done with yours - trustees have both recommendations to look at - at that 
meeting they’ll set meeting date for when they will vote, has to be at least sixty days 
after February 28th but not more than seventy-five days after February 28th - March 
Break doesn’t count nor do the weekends on either end of March Break, part of 
ministry guideline - if my counting on calendar is accurate, will probably be the first 
board meeting in May that the trustees will vote on results of this accommodation 
review - may wish to consider, in terms of priming pump for feedback on your 
recommendations, release via remailer and have us post to board website, what your 
recommendations are going to be in their draft form a week or so before January 
19th meeting so public has chance to see it so they’re not seeing for the first time 
when they come to the meeting, might generate some more fruitful public feedback 
for you through the delegation process - have changed a few processes around 
accommodation review meetings since last time we’ve done them - delegation 
process was tightened up to ensure you have time to do the business of your 
meetings, without open mic component we’ve used in some past meetings, difficult 
to get public input unless they see your recommendations in advance 

 Chair Thorpe - while technically we have met ministry requirement and board 
requirement related to number of meetings for public input, because of the way 
process unfolds, public input not received at September meeting even though 
technically available to be received - think it’s important, if you expect to have 
reasoned and thoughtful response from pubic to your draft recommendations, 
unreasonable to expect that to happen at the same meeting where they’re seeing 
your recommendations for the first time - not a requirement of procedure, strong 
advice if possible that you formulate draft recommendations sufficiently in advance 
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so public can get access and make intelligent response - may be that your 
recommendations dovetail so well with community input you’ve already received that 
there will be less comment than there might otherwise be - think as courtesy to your 
public if you can see way clear to having recommendations finalized as early as 
possible, allows for appropriate input, allows us to schedule in the same way we’ve 
scheduled in this meeting and previous two, allows for orderly and thoughtful 
response to your work - that’s where we are - agenda is completed except any 
comments you may have 

 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - because this is last public meeting before we say 
anything wanted to talk about second dual track school - at one of last meetings 
someone said at 125 students it’s hard to run dual track - Waterloo and Halton run 
multiple dual track schools - Waterloo runs many dual track schools that are the size 
we’re saying we’d like to have, they phase in effectively - their report of FI evaluation 
in 2005 there was no cost barriers to doing so - reiterate support for implementing 
second dual track school, support for such that it can be phased in, not as disruptive 
as it would be just plopping in - point to some other boards that have done that, 
doesn’t seem like barrier to doing so - Halton stated that having dual track schools vs 
single track schools at elementary level was financially preferable, have 
rationalization in one of their reports - like to go back to point of dual track vs single 
track 

 Trustee Kent - Kathy, wondering if you have that in format that can be posted to 
remailer - useful for trustees as we move forward after you file final report 

 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - some is in pdf form, some in Word, some in tables, can 
put together - maybe when we present recommendations assuming our 
recommendations are going to be second dual track site, could put together package 
of the different research, would be useful in supporting our recommendation 

 Superintendent Ash - format of reports - request we have, anything you present if we 
can get electronic format as well, can make sure posted to website so open to public, 
very much appreciated 

 Trustee Kent - seeking public input and importance, if committee can get their draft 
report out prior to final meeting, public has opportunity to speak to it at final meeting - 
remind public there will be opportunity to come as delegations to board meetings 

 Krista Scott, Romeo - some of these other costs that were alluded to about 
implementation and setup, do we need to concern ourselves with those, are those 
things we would see funded through FSL grant - do we even need to talk about that 

 Superintendent Ash - cost of implementation, have information haven’t pulled 
together yet, will send out by remailer hopefully by beginning of next week, give 
some ballpark costs for setting up classroom for FI, can use that information as you 
wish in terms of your consideration - want to caution how those numbers are used, 
would be based on if you walked into a classroom that had desks and everything 
else, based on resources that go into that classroom - in setting up second dual track 
there are two potential ways of dealing with that - one, we take resources from 
existing and take to other if possible - if isn’t then have to buy outright, if buy outright, 
cost share with you will be on high end, so you have that information 

 Chair Thorpe - answer sounds that yes it’s important that you have it and yes it will 
be provided 

 Krista Scott, Romeo - mitigating those costs, are there grants available to help with 
that 

 Chair Thorpe - would not be additional grants because introducing second FI site - 
there are funds provided by ministry to support program, to extent possible funds 
could be allocated to address new costs, would not be additional funding to support 
change in program delivery 

 Krista Scott, Romeo - those funds are the ones based on minutes of French 
instruction 
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 Chair Thorpe - to the extent that those funds would be sufficient to cover necessary 
costs and to the extent that if they weren’t would have to be reallocation of available 
funds from other envelopes or other parts of the same envelope to address in short 
term 

 Steve Wells, Hamlet - mentioned FSL - are there any associations outside 
government educational dollars that provide start up monies for similar things - recall 
reading, Parents for French and that sort of thing, is there monies there that could be 
applied for to help set up resource centres, promotion of FI 

 Superintendent Baird-Jackson - our understanding is that organizations like that 
promote French so it’s more marketing than resources for start up 

 Steve Wells, Hamlet - wasn’t sure, something we had talked about looking at further 
 Chair Thorpe - if board were to undertake commitment to provide program in a 

particular way, there’s an obligation of board to support and make happen - if there 
were additional funds available through that sort of source or service clubs, would 
tend to be used to supplement rather than support basic program 

 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - said you would forward high end cost of starting dual 
track school but assuming you’re starting from nothing, starting with empty 
classroom with basics of what a classroom needs - could we get indication - Bedford 
having 250 FI has a lot of resources - if you were to start second dual track site and 
reduce number of students at Bedford by half over time, could you indicate what 
proportion of cost could save in transferring resources - assumption would be that a 
lot of resources would be moveable, if you’re moving a classroom that teacher would 
take resources associated with that classroom, understanding there would be 
permanent resources that can’t be divided - could we get ballpark of how much of 
that high end cost we’re looking at in implementing a second dual track school - 
would like to have ahead of time before we make our recommendations 

 Chair Thorpe - even if all classroom resources associated with students were 
transferred, would be the fixed costs of common resources, primarily resource 
materials that would have to be duplicated 

 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - don’t want to make recommendation, then staff gets 
their month to critique it, would like to be able to critique it myself ahead of time to 
address those costs, address implementation ahead of time, then having to defend 
at some point - would like as much information as possible 

 Chair Thorpe - do you have a timeline for your response Mike 
 Superintendent Ash - will do what I can for the beginning of next week, certainly will 

have before Christmas break, do what I can for early next week 
 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - don’t think will change recommendation, like to be able 

to make recommendation based on all facts, be able to address as we go 
 Chair Thorpe - further thoughts/questions/comments - congratulations committee, 

about to be charged with responsibility of preparing report with the pressure of 
having it available for public gaze prior to the January 19th meeting at Bedford - 
further comments/questions 

 Steve Wells, Hamlet - if we have questions or require other information, can we 
address through remailer, is that process still open 

 Superintendent Ash - certainly, will respond as quickly as we can to any requests 
that come in - knowing there is a break before next meeting, we do take some of 
those days as holidays - will get back to you as quickly as possible 
 

10.0 Adjournment 
Moved by Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford 
That the meeting be adjourned at 9:33 p.m. 
CARRIED 
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